ENTER A NEW WORLD
OF COMMUNICATION
VIDEO - VR - 360°

REVERSE STUDIO
is a creative
digital agency.

8PRODUCTION
is an independent
film production
company.

Our main core is to initiate processes ranging
from strategy to implementation, exploring
uncontaminated spaces and unconventional
solutions. We study and develop VR and AR
products.

It’s an ambitious cultural project born with a
precise purpose: experimenting with audiovisual
and art through the contamination of languages
and genres.

REVERSE +
8PRODUCION
The keyword: experimentation.
The common denominator: the artistic vision.
The plus: sharing resources and skills. We are an
open, interconnected world, designed to help
you in revolutionizing your business.

ARTISTIC VIEW
In the Aristotle’s “Poetics” we read that man
is the most mimic among animals, and it is
through
the mimesis that it gets all his knowledge.
Man knows the world through the senses that
remains impressed in him, allowing him to evolve
and to know himself.
Art, in all its forms, has always sought to
stimulate man’s ways to reveal the invisible, the
essence of the world.
Virtual Reality is a new frontier of knowledge, a
new way of exploring, a new language of human
evolution, and we want to be the pioneers of a
creative turn.

OUR

WORKFLOW

LISTEN
It is the brief step with the customer, it aims at
identifying the distinctive elements and
expectations. We define the communicative
goals of the project, identifying the final
benefits.
THINK
It is the meeting point between strategy
and creativity. This phase includes gathering
information about the target audience, project
goals, and key message. It is the time of artistic
creation. Through the combination of a visionary
strategy and the development of innovative
shooting techniques, all our projects are geared
to get high standards of realization.

DESIGN & PRODUCE
We have a team of in-house experts who
interact and work throughout the productive
and post-production processes.
Each project has its own distinctive features,
so the post-production phase is a crucial step.
All of our images and audios are edited with
the best softwares to ensure the best possible
quality.

DISTRIBUTION
Sided by influencers and national and
international partners, we finalize the
distribution process delivering the message
coherently with corporate identity and
predetermined goals.
Planning a digital distribution strategy allows
us to create a unified message spreading, while
simultaneously enhancing, its uniformity and
communicative power.

MEASURE
Work is not complete if the effectiveness of the
project is not measured.
It is the only way to know the trend and to
be sure that the goals are achieved. We use,
depending on the media in use, the most
appropriate measurement methods by using
traditional and modern tools.
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Earning from the potential of a video
production company and a communication
agency, our services allow us to articulate
services on two levels.
The first is artistic, through content production
witha cinematic touch, the other level is
strategic, through the implementation of
communicative and distributive performance
plans, in which the video plays an essential role.

MORE THAN VIDEO
VR-360°
We have the opportunity to design a completely new
film language.
Alongside traditional techniques, we use the latest
generation technologies to produce immersive 360 °
3D, 3D IN PERSON and Mixed Reality video.
We connect our artistic identity to technology.
We do not create simple videos, we create experiences.
Our products are aimed at companies looking for
innovative communication tools, willing to transmit
information dynamically and to intervene on new levels
of experience to astonish your audience.
Be your opportunity to change.

CLIENTS

CONTACTS
REVERSE STUDIO
Giovanni Carfora - CEO
Sede: Viale Gioacchino Rossini, 20 - Roma
Tel.: 3880617948
www.reversestudio.it
giovanni@reversestudio.it

8PRODUCTION
Laura Catalano - CEO
Sede: Viale Gioacchino Rossini, 20 - Roma
Tel.: 3282031381
www.pr8duction.com
laura.catalano@pr8duction.com

THANKS

